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Introduction To Systems Engineering

An easy-to-use, comprehensive guide to systems engineering methods. Systems engineering (SE),
or the engineering of large-scale systems, is key to achieving reliable, efficient, cost-effective
products and services in diverse fields, including communication and network systems, software
engineering, information systems, manufacturing, command and control, and defense systems
acquisition and procurement. This book offers a unique introduction to the world of systems
engineering, focusing on analysis and problem-solving techniques that can be applied throughout
the life cycle of product systems and service systems. While the authors provide a framework for the
functional levels involved in systems engineering processes and system management, the bulk of
the discussion is devoted to the practical application of formulation, analysis, and interpretation
methods. Through the use of real-world examples and useful graphs, readers will learn to: *
Choose the most appropriate methods and tools for a given project * Apply issue formulation
methods to assure that the right problem has been identified * Work with formal analysis methods to
assure that the problem is solved correctly * Apply issue interpretation methods to insure that
decisions reflect human values and technological realities, and thereby make interpretation work for
them in the decision-making process * Develop an appreciation for the engineering and
troubleshooting of large systems
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..Andy Sage is the gold standard for SE.As a fellow of INCOSE he clearly knows SE.His classes are
always informative and up to date.He is currently working on the cutting edge of Systems
Architecture. We can only hope that his notes, which are locked behind GMUs firewall and webct,
will be turned into a book.He edited the Handbook of SE as well as editing the incose journal. If he
says it, you can take it to the bank.Unfortunately this book is 6 years old now and Armstrong is not
in Sage's league, but Andy can turn anyone's drafts into good material. So while good, the
weakness is that this book does not reflect the changing view and emphasis of SE.This is not to
fault Professor Sage, but merely reflects the fact that even incose cannot agree on what SE is, and
that the govt which drives most of SE efforts keeps changing their emphasis. incose even keeps
rewriting their handbook as the internal power struggles bring to power different groups with
different views of what SE is.The dirty truth is that there are NO good SE books. There are a lot of
books on SE that have some good stuff in them but none does the job right and/or is up to date
enough.Should you read this book. Probably yes. Along with several others, and then extract your
own summary of what is pertinent as most of them have way too much filler and wander off into
detailed areas of interest only to the authors.There are a lot of handbooks and reference materials
on the web, mostly from govt sites. Some has some excellent content, many are grossly out of date
or totally spurious.
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